To describe the temporal behavior of laser-induced incandescence (LII) signals emitted from nanoparticles in atmospheric flames or low-pressure processing plasmas, we derive two analytic formulae in detail from the energy balance equation of nanoparticles heated by laser pulses. We demonstrate quantitative size monitoring by observing Si nanoparticles growing in an argon plasma diluted with 5% SiH 4 at a pressure of 20 mTorr, using the LII technique. In this experiment, it is found that the signal-to-noise ratio of the LII signal is sufficient to allow the identification of particles larger than 10 nm in diameter with a measurement uncertainty that is estimated to be less than 5%.
Introduction
An important issue in the fabrication of microelectronic circuit devices is the surface contamination of Si wafers by nanoparticles which are produced in plasma processes, thereby decreasing the yield. The nanoparticles formed in plasma processes grow through chemical interactions with negative plasma ions and neutral radicals. The control and understanding of process plasmas contaminated by nanoparticles has become of great concern and numerous experimental studies have been devoted to determining the size distribution of the dust particles. In plasma-assisted processes, the determination of the particle size distribution is particularly important for the optimization of complicated process parameters. Also, in the synthesis of nanosize fine powders, the processes need to be finely controlled. It is well known that the characteristics of the plasma are easily changed during a plasma-assisted process because of plasma perturbations induced by contaminating particles. [1] [2] [3] There are various approaches for determining particle size based on laser diagnostic techniques. One of them is the laser-induced incandescence (LII) method, which detects blackbody radiation from heated particles. [4] [5] [6] The LII method has been widely used for soot particle detection in combustion processes. The LII decay signal can be analyzed by a time-gate-ratio method, 7, 8) by the pyrometric determination of particle temperature after laser heating based on the ratio of LII signals at two wavelengths, 9, 10) or by an evaluation of the full decay curve. 11) However, the pyrometric method requires detailed information about many material properties and an accurate temperature at a given time. Recently, we reported a simple technique for determining the size of nanoparticles in a low-pressure plasma that uses LII signals. 12) In this work we calculate the temporal evolution of the LII signal of particles, using the energy balance equation to describe the particle temperature behavior during laser heating. We present in detail the derivation of two analytic formulae describing the temporal behavior of the LII signals of nanoparticles in atmospheric flames and in low-pressure plasmas. We also demonstrate the size monitoring of the nanoparticles in a low-pressure plasma using the LII technique.
Numerical Calculation of LII Signal Decay
The temperature of dust particles generated in process plasmas is near room temperature (300-350 K). When a dust particle is exposed to a laser pulse, most of the laser pulse energy is transmitted, but a small portion of the energy is scattered at the particle surface (Mie/Rayleigh scattering) or absorbed by the particle. The absorbed laser energy is released as radiation, heat transfer to adjacent gas molecules, or vaporization. The general theory of the laser-induced incandescence technique is well described by Melton and Hofeldt. 5, 6) To describe the transient energy balance on a small particle, Eckbreth's treatment was extended to include the loss of energy by heat transfer to the surrounding medium as well as radiation.
Here, q is the laser fluence, a is the particle radius, T 0 is the initial particle temperature, s is the particle density, c s is the specific heat, sb is the Stefan-Boltzmann coefficient, h c is the convection coefficient, and A abs (¼ f3K abs g=f4 s ag, where K abs is the absorption efficiency) is the mass specific absorption cross section. In eq. (1), the terms on the righthand side are, respectively, the absorbed laser pulse energy, the rate of heat transfer from the dust particle to the bulk plasma, the rate of vaporization on the particle surface, and the rate of energy loss by blackbody radiation.
For the numerical calculation, we assume an environment of an argon plasma diluted with 5% SiH 4 at a pressure of 20 mTorr. The absorption coefficient was calculated using the refractive index of amorphous silicon by the Mie theory. 13, 14) The simulation was carried out separately in two regimes according to the Knudsen number. In the collisiondominant regime the mean free path ( pn ) is very short and the Knudsen number is markedly less than unity (K n ( 1).
On the other hand, at a low pressure the particles are almost collision-free (K n ) 1). 15) the internal spatial temperature distribution of the particle is regarded as uniform. The laser pulse duration is taken as 8 ns (full wave half maximum; FWHM) and the size of the particles is assumed to be in the range of 10-100 nm. The estimated heat penetration time also implies that the particle is not damaged by local heat spots, and thus there is no need to use long-duration laser pulses in the determination of the size of the nanoparticle. Therefore, the temporal behavior of both the particle temperature and the LII signal are easily calculated using a 1-D time-dependent finite-difference method. Figure 1 shows the particle temperature and the LII signal calculated under an atmospheric pressure regime for a 10 nm-diameter amorphous Si dust particle irradiated by a doubled Nd:YAG laser. The maxima of the particle temperature and LII signal appear with some time delay (t delay in Fig. 1 ) after the maximum of the laser fluence. The delay times are physically equivalent to the characteristic heating time.
3) Since the decay of the LII signal is spread in its tail, the characteristic decay time of the LII signal is obtained by numerically fitting the tail part of the LII signal with a proper theoretical model.
At high pressure, the contribution of heat transfer to the bulk medium and of radiation loss to the energy balance equation were estimated from Fig. 2 . Figure 2 shows that in the decaying part of the temperature curve, heat transfer to the bulk plasma is the dominant process for short-pulsed laser fluences at high pressure, since many collisions (collision frequency; pn ¼ 1= pn ) between dust particles and neutral gas molecules promote heat transfer between the particle surfaces and the bulk plasma. In comparison with that of heat transfer due to collisions, one can see that the contribution of radiation to the energy loss is negligibly small.
The logarithm of the integrated LII signals in the decay regime can be normalized to show their size dependency, as shown in Fig. 3 . The start of the signal decay was used to set time equal to zero. The slope decreases as particle size increases, which is consistent with the results predicted by others. 8) Since the logarithmic decay signal is monotonic in Fig. 3 , one can estimate the particle size using the method presented by Will et al. as follows.
7)
LII intensity ratio ¼ S A S B ðaÞ ð 2Þ
Here S A and S B are two arbitrary signal intensities in the decay regime. The LII signal intensity ratio obtained using eq. (2) is linearly proportional to particle size. However, this empirical method contains an assumption that the logarithmic decay signal decreases linearly. This empirical result will be treated analytically in the next section. Radiative loss becomes the dominant process at low pressure and high temperature, and this results in the temperature dependency of the LII signal which is proportional to the cube of particle temperature.
12) The heat transfer at low pressure is very poor, so that the contribution of the heat transfer term to energy loss is almost negligible. It is noted that the calculated temporal dependency on temperature can be seen in Fig. 4 ; its experimental estimation was described in our previous article. 12) In Fig. 4 , although the logarithm of the integrated LII signal appears linear at first glance, the slope of the decay curve gradually changes due to the temperature dependence of the decay rate [see eq. (10) in §3].
Approximation of Temporal Evolution of LII Signal to Simple Analytic Formulae
From the principle of microscopic reversibility, for a small particle the wavelength-dependent emissivity ðÞ equals the absorption efficiency K abs ðÞ. The emission spectrum of the dust particle is therefore approximated by 3, 13) IðÞ ¼ ðÞPðÞ ¼ K abs ðÞPðÞ; ð3Þ
where PðÞ is the Planck function
Here, h, k, and c denote Planck's constant, Boltzmann's constant, and the speed of light, respectively. The timedependent signal that is detected for monodispersed particle sizes is then
where the integration is over a finite blackbody spectrum range ( 1 2 
where C 1 is a constant. We will now consider how this general expression, giving the time-dependent behavior of the LII signal as a function of particle temperature, can be applied to particles that have been laser-heated in atmospheric flames and plasmas, to yield information about the particle size distribution.
LII signals in atmospheric flames and plasmas
In the energy balance equation, when a dust particle is not heated to a temperature at which evaporation is dominant, the evaporation effect induced by laser fluence is not significant. Besides, for the short-pulsed laser fluence absorbed by soot particles in atmospheric flames or atmospheric plasmas (K n ( 1), the heating of the particles by laser fluence takes place only at the beginning of the LII signal, and then in the decay regime the heat transfer process to bulk plasma is dominant over radiative loss. 8) In the decay regime, therefore, the above energy balance equation is reduced to
which can be integrated to produce
where T max is the maximum particle temperature t max , and high is defined as
In the decay regime, the particle temperature (T) is much larger than the surrounding neutral gas temperature (T 0 ). Therefore, from eq. (6) we can finally obtain
From this simple expression, particle size can be easily estimated just by measuring the value high experimentally. Here, high is the characteristic cooling time of the particle at high pressure. This equation clearly shows that the slope of the logarithmic LII signal is inversely proportional to the size and material properties of particles. It also shows that the LII signal is not affected by the laser pulse shape nor by the intensity of the laser fluence. If the time difference(Át) of two arbitrary LII signals is not sufficiently large for a significant change in particle temperature to occur, the material parameters are almost constant. Therefore, under the above conditions, eq. (10) is further simplified as
where C high is a constant. This result is consistent with the experimental results previously obtained by many other researchers. 7, 8, 11) 3.2 LII signals in low-pressure process plasmas Most process plasmas used in semiconductor industries are operated in a pressure range of a few tens of a mTorr (10-30 mTorr), where the mean free path of neutral gas molecules is much larger than the particle size (K n ) 1). In this regime the rate of heat transfer is proportional to the difference between the particle temperature and the bulk plasma temperature, and to the molecular heat conductivity described by Knudsen's theory. 3, [16] [17] [18] For this case, we derive the time derivative of the logarithm of an integrated LII signal from eq. (6). ln S(t) (arb. units) Fig. 4 . Logarithm of calculated LII signal (right) and its time derivative (left). The slope is negatively proportional to the cube of particle temperature with the coefficient low . Laser pulse energy and neutral gas pressure were 0.3 mJ and 20 mTorr, respectively. The particle was assumed to be 10 nm in diameter.
Here,
As was shown in the high-pressure regime, the particle size is also inversely proportional to the time derivative of the logarithmic LII signal. However, the slope is negatively proportional to the cube of the particle temperature as well, which presents difficulties in curve fitting. In low-pressure discharge, the mean free path of the gas molecules is usually much larger than typical particle radii (10 nm-10 mm). 18) In the argon plasma, we assume that the appreciable pressure range for the collision-free condition is less than 200 mTorr and eq. (9) for the collision dominant condition is valid at pressures higher than 20 Torr.
Experiments and Results
A detailed description of the experimental apparatus was previously given 12) and a brief description will be made here. The experiment was performed in an argon plasma diluted with 5% SiH 4 . A capacitively coupled Ar plasma was generated with a RF source (13.56 MHz) at the neutral gas pressure of 20 mTorr. The generated amorphous Si dust particles were irradiated with a doubled Nd:YAG laser (Continuum PL9010) at 532 nm. The laser pulse width (FHWM) was 8 ns and the repetition rate was 10 Hz. The laser beam was collimated to a diameter of 2 mm. To avoid the background scattering of laser light and background emissions from the Ar plasma, we produced a clear image of the laser beam path on a pin hole 1 mm in diameter and took the LII signal through the hole. Spectral noise from the pump laser beam (532 nm) was suppressed using a filter glass (BG3) and the background emissions from the Ar plasma were very weak, compared with the LII signals. A photomultiplier tube (PMT, Hamamatsu R955 with 50 termination) and a digital oscilloscope (HP54845A) were used for recording the LII signals. The LII signals recorded using the oscilloscope were transferred to a personal computer via a GPIB interface card. To avoid the effects of particle evaporation and unwanted noise from the laser fluence, the energy of the laser pulse was maintained below 10 mJ. Confirming the effect of evaporation, we observed that the change in particle size detected using the LII technique was negligible for a laser energy less than 10 mJ.
To determine the particle size distribution in a lowpressure plasma using previous models, 2, 5, 7) it is necessary to know both the thermal properties of the particle material and the temporal evolution of the particle temperature. In practice, however, it is very difficult to properly estimate the thermal properties and the temperature evolution of the particles in a low-pressure plasma. Equation (12) gives a simple relationship among the particle size, temperature evolution and thermal properties of the particle material. Using the same procedure used to obtain eq. (11), eq. (12) is simplified as
where C low is a constant. Using this relationship, we numerically fit the LII signal to the theoretical model described by the energy balance equation [eq. (1)].
In the fitting we assumed all of the thermal parameters to be constant, which is reasonable when Át is small as mentioned in the previous section. To obtain initial estimates of such parameters for the fitting, we accurately determined the size of the particle by obtaining an SEM image of the particle. Using the experimentally measured particle size, we can determine the constant C low , which is related to the material properties of the particle for a certain experiment system, by fitting the LII signal to the theoretical model. Once the constant was determined from the fitting, we used it for fitting the LII signal to derive the temperature evolution of the particle. Then, we used the obtained temperature evolution as a fixed parameter for the fitting to derive the particle size. We continued the iteration with the floating and fixed parameters of particle size and temperature evolution, alternatively. The iteration readily converged after a few steps, giving unique solutions for the particle size and temperature evolution. 12) A typical result of a measured LII signal fitted to the theoretical model proposed in this paper is shown in Fig. 5 . For the calculation of the particle size, data points in the region of a decay curve from 80% to 20% of the peak were used for the fitting. After proper calibration of the fitting routine for the LII experiment, we estimated the uncertainty in the size determination of the particles to be less than 5%.
In Fig. 6 , we show the logarithm of the measured LII signals to display the different signal responses of particles of various sizes. The times in legends of the figure indicate the passage of time after the plasma is turned on. The signals are normalized with respect to their maxima. The detailed procedure of calculating the particle size is described in our previous work.
12) Figure 7 shows the results of the size monitoring of nanoparticles growing in an argon plasma obtained using the LII technique. Since the particles were not heated to the evaporation dominant temperature, the evaporation effect is neglected.
Using an analytic formula together with a simple fitting algorithm to determine particle size, we can observe the growth of the nanoparticles in the low-pressure plasma. In Fig. 7 , the nanoparticles glows monotonously and their size reaches its maximum. After that occurs, the dust particles are spatially redistributed in the plasma according to their size because of the balance of the electrostatic and gravitational forces. The measured particle sizes show a plateau, for a while, before the particles leak out due to the transport phenomena of the plasma. The detailed physics and chemistry of the dust particles in the plasma will be presented in the next work, which will describe the transport dynamics of the nanosize dust particles in the process plasma. This technique will be readily applicable if the particle size distribution has a functional form. It is well known that the size distribution of the particles generated in many material processes and flames often has a log-normal functional form. We, however, expect that this technique will not work well if the particle size has a random distribution. We have briefly discussed this subject in the previous paper.
12)

Conclusion
We derived in detail two appropriate formulae describing the temporal behavior of the LII signals of nanoparticles in atmospheric flames and low-pressure plasmas. In the collision-dominant regime at atmospheric pressure, heat transfer to the bulk plasma predominates over radiative loss, whereas the reverse is true at low pressure. It was found that the laser fluence required to heat the particles has little dependence upon the pressure. Analyzing the LII signal with a simple analytic formula, we successfully determined the temporal evolution of the size of nanoparticles growing in an argon plasma diluted with 5% SiH 4 at a pressure of 20 mTorr. In the experiment, we successfully determined the size of nanoparticles larger than 10 nm, with an uncertainty of less than 5%.
We note that, in principle, the LII technique presented in this work has neither a limitation on the smallest detectable size nor a dependence on the density of particle. However, for particle sizes smaller than 10 nm, it was found that the signal-to-noise ratio is not sufficiently good to determine the particle size by fitting the LII signal to the analytic formula. We can readily expect that as the size of the particles decreases, the intensity of LII signals will also decrease because of the small volume fraction of particles in the plasma and the reduction in the pump laser beam absorption. Furthermore, we note that this technique is capable of realtime monitoring of the evolution of particle size, which can be realized by adding a simple fitting routine in the detection program used for interfacing the photodetector with the computer. Time (s) Fig. 7 . Time evolution of size of nanoparticle growing in plasma detected using LII technique. LII signals were obtained with a pulse laser energy of 5.9 mJ. The RF power applied to the plasma reactor and the neutral gas pressure were 5 W and 20 mTorr, respectively.
